Aspect-oriented modeling and simulation is a new approach which uses the separation of concerns principle to enhance the quality of models and simulation tools. It adopts the separation of concerns (SOC) principle. Thus, crosscutting concerns such as processes synchronization, steady state detection, and graphical animation could be separated from simulation functional modules. The capture of crosscutting concerns in a modular way is carried out to cope with complexity and to achieve the required engineering quality factors such as robustness, modularity, adaptability, and reusability. This paper provides a summary of aspect-oriented paradigm with its usage in simulation by illustrating the main crosscutting concerns that may infect simulation systems. A practical example is given with the use of the Japrosim discrete event simulation library.
Introduction
When designing software, there are usually certain requirements and considerations to be carried out in order to cope with complexity and to achieve the required engineering quality factors such as robustness, adaptability, and reusability. These requirements or considerations are called concerns. Obtaining the expected granularity of the identification and the separation of concerns is named the separation of concerns (SOC) principle. Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) has been proposed as a new technology that adopts the SOC principle with its six "C" properties: Concern-oriented, Canonicality, Composability, Computability, Closure, and Certifiability [1] . It grew out in the early 1990s with the aim to manage crosscutting concerns such as logging, security, and distribution which scattered in multiple software functional core modules. In addition to code scattering, when a module handles multiple concerns simultaneously, code tangling arises to decrease systems maintainability and increase their complexity.
The AOP does not introduce a completely new design process but just a new means to enhance design. As procedural programming brought functional abstraction and objectoriented programming gave birth to object abstraction, aspect-oriented programming introduces concern abstraction [2] . There are four main AOP programming approaches: Xerox PARC AOP, subject-oriented programming (SOP), adaptive programming (AP), and composition filters (CF) approach [3] . Xerox PARC AOP is the most popular method [4] . It is often called aspect-oriented programming and has AspectJ as an implementation language.
In our study, we have used Xerox PARC approach, namely, AOP, and our work focuses on AspectJ the most mature and the widely used in research area, since it is the first practical AOP implementation based on Java. It enhances Java with additional structures to manage crosscutting concerns as pointcuts, advices, static crosscutting structures, and aspects [4] .
Simulation modeling software requires more and more features in order to cope with emerging problems. They could include many crosscutting concerns. As an instance, there is synchronization, where many simulation tools implement concurrency trying to provide a more direct way of modeling real systems, scheduling policies, optimizations because performance is a desired property in simulation, and distribution (e.g., using web-based simulation) [5] . Thus, the applications of aspect-based modeling span a broad range of simulation software. Applications range from discrete event simulation (DES) frameworks as Tortuga [6] , Simkit [7] , SimJ [8] , and the component-based instrumentation framework OSIF [9] that uses the AOP paradigm to separate its DES models from the experimental frame to enable software reuse and evolution to multiagent simulation as [10, 11] systems. Moreover, AOP has been used for developing large simulation software systems as in the disaster prevention simulation system [12] and the conduit and traffic simulators [13] . Furthermore, several approaches have been proposed to separate the performance concern from the functional core of software applications as presented in [14] [15] [16] .
The aim of this paper is to illustrate key concepts of aspect-oriented approaches to identify the main crosscutting concerns that may be implemented in simulation and to discuss the aspect-oriented version of the Japrosim framework [17] . The use of the AO simulation is justified by the fact that the domain requirements for simulation software are complex and the object-oriented paradigm is unable to deal with such complexity.
The rest of the paper is organized into six sections. Section 2 presents the main goal behind the use of the aspectoriented paradigm in simulation. Section 3 outlines most of the works in aspect-oriented simulation. Section 4 casts light on the AOP approaches. Section 5 presents the main crosscutting concerns that may infect simulation systems and the general staff for implementing them. In Section 6, a case study of applying the AOP paradigm to Japrosim is presented. Finally, a conclusion is given to open doors for future research.
Problem Statement and Contribution
Although the object-oriented simulation provides a rich and intuitive paradigm for building models of real-world systems, it suffers from the inherent weakness of object-oriented programming (OOP) methodology which is the inability to modularize all concerns. The limitation of the OOP approach is its inability to localize concerns that do not naturally fit into a single program module or even several closely related modules. Such concerns are called crosscutting concerns as they crosscut or span implementation modules.
OOP code suffers from two phenomena resulting from misalignment between requirements and code: tangling and scattering. Tangling occurs when multiple concerns are addressed in a single module making the module harder to understand and maintain. Scattering results occur when the implementation of a concern is spread over multiple modules leading to the risk of inconsistencies at each point of use. The AOP paradigm puts a greater focus on crosscutting concerns than OOP and other language paradigms. It provides language mechanisms that explicitly capture crosscutting concerns in a modular way and thus achieving the benefits that result from improved modularity. These benefits lay in making code easier to design, implement, maintain, reuse, and evolve. The AOP takes crosscutting concerns out of functional modules and place them in a separated location called aspect [20] .
Besides that, simulation systems comprise concerns that not necessarily align with the functional components as synchronization, scheduling, optimizations, and distribution concerns. The way in which these factors affect software artifacts usually produces a messed design. The tangling code increases the dependencies between the functional components, thus making the source code difficult to develop, understand, and evolve. As a result, simulation system properties such as reusability and adaptability become fairly restricted. In this context, simulation domains need specific separation of concerns. Figure 1 presents a motivation example for the simulation of a thermic control system which has a building with rooms requiring specific temperatures and a network consisting of heaters, pipes, and a boiler. The boiler is the heat source, and it generates a heat flow that is distributed through the circuit. Each heater has a valve, with a regulation mechanism, to transfer part of this heat flow to the rooms until they reach the selected temperatures. Each room has predefined dimensions, materials, and convection properties. The heaters store information about size, radiation area, and convection properties. The user can set up the desired temperature for a room, and when the current temperature in the room is lower than this value, a control action is activated asking a certain heat amount to the boiler.
To simulate this thermic control system, a mathematical model is required for describing the heat flow between the different components. The mathematical model adds new relationships between the components of the object model: each heater needs to know the temperature of its associated room, each room knows the temperatures of its neighbors, and the boiler is able to set heater valves during its computation. In addition, to specify how the simulation run, a natural modeling comprises the implementation of the components as independent threads are adopted. This situation implies taking synchronization and scheduling concerns into account, for example, to synchronize communication between heaters and rooms regarding to heat transference or valve manipulations in the heaters because race conditions might arise if the boiler try to use them. Synchronization code is scattered across several classes. The latter depends on the different relationships among variables defined by the mathematical model. Algorithm 1 shows how aspects related to mathematical models, concurrency, scheduling, and optimizations are scattered across the architecture. This is a simplified example and it is not difficult to deal with the relatively small amount of tangling existent in the code. But in real programs the complexity due to such tangling quickly expands to become a major obstacle regarding to maintenance and reusability [5] .
Discrete event simulators implement a number of concerns, such as event scheduling, event handling, and keeping [5] .
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Ti: current temperature in room i To: external temperature Qi: heat value in room i qi: heat value in heater i qri: heat transferred from the heater i to the room qT: total heat produced in boiler pi: threshold valve in heater i track of a simulation's state which crosscut over multiple modules in the system. This increases the complexity and reduces the maintainability. The separation of systems' crosscutting concerns improves their quality attributes as modularity, understandability, maintainability, reusability, and testability [21] . This paper exploits the aspect-oriented on simulation modeling domain through:
(i) giving an overview of aspect-oriented programming (AOP) approaches as a comparative study; (ii) identifying the most crosscutting concerns of simulation systems and their general implementation process; (iii) proposing the aspect-oriented (AO) full version of Japrosim library; (iv) evaluating the AOP Japrosim packages using AOMetrics tool.
Literature Review
The use of the AOP in the discrete event simulation domain depends on several considerations related to the aspectoriented paradigm itself as the level of its application (specification, design, or implementation phase), the coexist methodology (multiagent, components, or object oriented), and the used aspect-oriented language (e.g., AspecJ, AspectS, or MAML). Besides that, the aspect-oriented simulation systems could be classified from a simulation point of view, that is, the kind of the separated crosscutting concerns. The latter are specific for simulation modeling domain as steady state detection or they may be found in any application as exception handling. In the following, a summary of most of the existing works in the literature is provided.
Simkit is an open source tool based on the OO paradigm and event graph formalism for modeling. The authors in [7] proposed its AO versions in terms of AspectJ solutions for separating the simulation termination rules, restoring a simulation run, and resource pooling crosscutting concerns. However, they miss to separate all crosscutting concerns, especially those which could be found in any mature framework as steady state detection and graphical user interface. In [9] , the component-based instrumentation framework OSIF uses the AOP paradigm to separate its DES models from the experimental frame to enable software reuse and evolution. Moreover, the AOP has been used in the development of the Open Simulation Architecture (OSA) [22] for the same purpose as in OSIF. It allows better reuse of components in both sides, reuse of a given model with various scenarios, or reuse of a given scenario with various models in order to save time, money, and human effort. A simple use case of network security study has been used to illustrate the benefits of the previous technique.
SimJ framework is an academic framework containing only the logging crosscutting concern. The authors in [8] confirmed their hypothesis in which AO GoF 20 design patterns decrease the code complexity, eliminate scattering code, and allow to design additional AO hot spots in frameworks and the loss of performance is minimal and fully acceptable by means of SimJ case study where the AO Adapter design pattern is used. The authors view SimJ as an application framework without giving any importance to its discrete event simulation domain. Next to this, in [6] the authors introduced their Java-based Tortuga simulation framework, which used AO to ensure the synchronization aspect only.
In [10] , a multiagent simulation system is discussed, and it consists of two types of agents, a set for describing the simulation model and another for observational mechanisms. This collection of independent agents is interacting by discrete events where every agent has a schedule that generates its plan of activities. The system is executed on a framework that uses the OO paradigm to define its agent models and web technology to interact with the modeling and simulation environment. The kernel of this framework is the programming language MAML (Multiagent Modeling Language) which has the capacity of the dissociation between the model and the observational mechanisms thanks to the aspect-oriented paradigm from the design phases until the implementation phase, thereby increasing the maintainability of the system and decreasing its complexity. MAML has the xmc compiler which generates Objective-C code from the MAML source code after weaving the model object and the observation object. Despite the richness of MAML syntax to support AOP, it remains in its infancy when compared to AspectJ.
In [11] , the AO paradigm has been used to develop a multiagent system dedicated to simulate physical phenomena. The MAFES system (Multiagent Finite Environment System) consists of an environment in the form of a node matrix and a set of agents operating on these nodes. Aspects are used to assign tasks to agents by adding appropriate functionality to perform their task. In addition, these aspects weave the appropriate resources and attributes to the environments nodes. MAFES contains three other types of aspects for control, visualization, and storing simulation results. The implementation of MAFES is based on AspectJ and makes the system generic to build versions for specific requirements (it is enough to weave appropriate aspects). The authors experiment their system with two phenomena. The first is heat exchange and a motion phenomenon. The second is heat exchange and crystallization.
In [12] , a new aspect-oriented approach for disaster prevention simulation system (ABR) has been addressed. The proposed approach separates the core functionality of the simulation application from simulation crosscutting concerns thanks to horizontal decomposition (HD) method which relies on the AOP paradigm. The approach is implemented on AoSiF (Aspect-Oriented Simulation Framework) which is an extension of distributed simulation framework (DiSiF) [23] . It uses the resource paradigm, actor-based workflow modeling, web services, and Grid computing as implementation technology and Java Annotations for declarative programming in addition to AspectJ for the aspectoriented implementation. To demonstrate the applicability of the approach, two crosscutting concerns, namely, distribution and tool integration, are implemented. Unfortunately, concerns are not specific to the simulation modeling domain.
In [13] , the authors implemented a conduit simulator system which uses the AOP paradigm at the code level. The simulator has crosscutting concerns as synchronization and order of execution, user interface (UI), and logging which are written in different aspect-specific languages (ASLs). It has a modular aspect-weaver mechanism that offers the generality of a general-purpose aspect language without losing the ability and advantages of defining aspects in aspect-specific languages.
In [24] , an AO real-time traffic simulator has been developed. It uses AOP to encapsulate seven real-time crosscutting concerns using AspectJ: thread scheduling and dispatching, synchronization and resource sharing, asynchronous thread termination, memory management, physical memory access, asynchronous event handling, and asynchronous transfer of control. A comparison of the two systems, a real-time sentient traffic simulator and its aspect-oriented equivalent, is performed to indicate both benefits and drawbacks with AO approach. It is based on OO Chidamber and Kemerer (C\&K) metric suite. The aforementioned concerns are general, they could be found in any real-time systems. Moreover, despite the fact that C\&K metric suite is adapted to AO systems, further investigation is required into the metrics that are suitable for evaluating AO applications.
In [25] , a simulation based design level performance analysis method has been proposed where the performance concern of the software application is separated from the functionality model since the design phase by the use of aspect-oriented programming. Unlike the design of the software system which is modeled using UML class diagrams and sequence diagrams, the performance model is an XML-based representation derived from the UML performance profile. After code generation from the design model, the AspectJ weaver is introduced in order to formulate the simulation code. The authors experiment their approach using a distributed map viewer system. In [14] , they argue that their approach is generic and could be used for analysis of other quality attributes of software systems as reliability. In [26] , another approach for analyzing performance is proposed. Unlike the precedent approaches, it defines performance as a collection of aspects which includes a long list of metrics such as response time, rate throughput, probability, and time between errors over aspect-oriented formal design analysis framework (FDAF). The authors focus on modeling the response time performance aspect and they have chosen real-time UML as the base notation which is translated into Architecture Description Language (ADL) Rapide. The authors use the simulation technique to evaluate response time for the DNS query processing subsystem.
In [15] , the authors propose an aspect-oriented framework for agent-oriented software that separates the performance concern at the design level using the aSideML language, which is a UML extension for representing aspects at different levels of abstraction. This framework provides separation of performance concerns among the different agenthood properties (mobility, autonomy, adaptability, interaction, and learning) and scenario specific application concerns. The design model for scenario specific application concerns and agent-hood concerns has its own Java implementation code while the performance model has a separate AspectJ implementation. Later, these are all woven together using the AspectJ compiler. The framework architecture is composed of performance component, agent concerns, the agent platform component, workload and resources concerns, IInformatioGathering interface, and IperformanceReporting interface.
In [16] , the authors propose a new approach that studies the performance effects of crosscutting aspects as security on the overall system performance. The approach proceeds by adding performance annotations to both the primary and aspect models using the UML performance profile and then instantiating the generic aspect model into a contextspecific one by following a set of binding rules provided by the designer who transforms the parametric annotations of the generic aspect model into concrete ones. The latter is composed with the primary model according to a set of composition directives. The result is a composed annotated UML which can be transformed automatically into a performance model (Layered Queueing Networks (LQN) in this case) by using the transformation techniques. The LQN model is analyzed with existing solvers.
In [27] , the authors discuss a new approach for separation of functional (qualitative) behavior and quantitative performance constraints since the specification phase. Thanks to AOP, the aspects of a specification are written in different languages: the process algebra LOTOS for an abstract specification of functional behavior and the probabilistic temporal logic for quantitative aspects (performance constraints). The aspect weaving composes the two aspect specifications and the result of this composition is an automata-style global model which can be generated from the composition of a labeled transition system (derived from LOTOS). Event schedulers are derived from temporal logic formulae. Finally, the global model can be used for performance analysis-based simulation.
This work is similar to these proposals in terms of harnessing the AOP paradigm for refactoring a discrete event simulation framework. In our case, it is Japrosim. From another side, this paper identifies the main simulation crosscutting concerns as steady state detection and graphical animation, which do not exist in the previous works and evaluate their impact on simulation systems design quality properties.
Moreover, in order to benefit from the advanced separation of concerns techniques such as subject-oriented programming, adaptive programming, composition filter, and AOP in the simulation modeling domain, a comparative study is presented, to clarify their principle constructs and the relation between them.
The Aspect-Oriented Approaches
Aspect-oriented programming paradigm aims to manage crosscutting concerns, that is, concerns that span across multiple modules leading to scattering and tangling code. It has two main features, quantification and obliviousness. Filman and Friedman in [28] say this "AOP can be understood as the desire to make quantified statements about the behavior of programs and to have these quantifications hold over programs written by oblivious programmers. " A closer look at four main AOP approaches is provided in the following.
Xerox PARC Aspect-Oriented
Programming. Aspectoriented programming grew out of Xerox Palo Alto Research Centre (PARC). It separates crosscutting concerns into new modularization units which are called aspects [29] . It has AspectJ as an implementation language which is an extension to Java, but there are other implementations languages like AspectC for C and Pythius for Python. To implement crosscutting concerns, an AOP system may include many constructs where the central one is the join point model which consists of two parts: join points that are points in the execution of an application and pointcuts which are a mechanism for selecting join points. The aspects have advices that are attached to one or more join points to inject the crosscutting concern. When an advice is attached to join points, it will be executed. Besides that, it has a modifier which may specify the execution time relative to the join points: before, after, around, after exception, or also after return value. Advice is a dynamic crosscutting element because it affects the execution of the system. Furthermore, AOP implementation may contain static crosscutting elements which alter static structure of the system as intertype and the weave-time declaration constructs. Figure 2 shows all these concepts and their relationships to each other in an AOP system. Each AOP system may implement a subset of the model.
Subject-Oriented
Programming. Subject-oriented programming paradigm was introduced in 1993 at IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Centre. It is an extension of objectoriented programming that supports building systems with different subjective perspectives. Subject-oriented programming philosophy is based on two central ideas: the division of the system on several subjects and the composition rules. A subject is a complete or partial object model. It is a collection of related classes or a fragment of classes for particular purpose as shown in Figure 3 with shipping and transportation subjects. A subject could be complete or just parts of an application. These different subjects could define and operate upon shared objects in independent manner [18] .
Composition rules are applied to compose different subjects together. The composition creates a new subject that merges the functionality of the existing subjects. There are three kinds of rules: correspondence rules, combination rules, and correspondence-and-combination rules. Correspondence rules define correspondences between the classes, methods, and members of different subjects. Combination rules specify how corresponding and noncorresponding classes, methods, and members of different subjects are composed together to form a composite subject. Correspondence-and-combination rules can do both simultaneously [30] . Each subject is compiled separately to produce a binary subject. The binary subject consists of a label providing information about it and a binary code produced by the compiler. The subject-oriented compositor uses information in the labels to tie the subjects together. It does not examine or modify the individual subjects' binary code.
The overall goal of subject-oriented programming is to facilitate the development and evolution of suites of cooperating applications. It supports decentralization in time as well as in space. It can also add extensions to an existing system in a noninvasive way. From its supports, "C++ Subjectifier" and the "Binary Subject Compositor" tools are built for C++ [31] .
Adaptive Programming.
Adaptive programming was introduced around 1991 by Demeter group at Northeastern University in Boston. The group has used the ideas of AOP several years before the name aspect-oriented programming was coined. After the collaboration with the Xerox PARC group had begun, the group redefined AP and the term AOP was introduced. AP is a kind of concern-shy programming. A program is concern-shy if it hides the details of a certain concerns it cuts across, and then it adapts automatically. The most used form of AP is structure-shy programming. Structureshy programming eliminates the concern structural details by making its behavior adaptive; that is, the behavior and the structure of the program are separated. The AP approach applies the Law of Demeter which argues that an object should only talk to its immediate friends by handling traversal strategy and visitor pattern concepts. There are various tools for developing adaptive software as DJ-tool, DemerterJ, and DAJ [32] .
Composition Filters.
Composition filter is an aspectoriented programming approach in which the CF model distinguishes two kinds of constructs: (class-like) concerns and filters. Briefly, a concern is the unit for defining the primary behavior, while filters are used to extend or enhance concerns so that (crosscutting) propriety can be represented more effectively [19] . A message sent to an object is evaluated and manipulated by the filters of that object which are defined in an ordered set until it is discarded or dispatched to another object as shown in Figure 4 . Filter behavior is simple: each filter can either accept or reject the received message, but the semantics of the operations depends on the filter type. For example, if an error filter accepts the received message, it is forwarded to the next filter, but if it was a dispatch filter, the message would be executed [2] . JAC (Java Aspect Component) framework and Sina language are implementations of this approach.
The AOP is the mature and the most used approach [4] . IBM members considered it as offspring of SOP by identifying and illustrating several useful nonfunctional concerns to be separated, such as concurrency properties, distribution properties, and persistence. AOP distinguishes the notion of "core classes" which encapsulates a system's functional requirements from "aspects" which encapsulate nonfunctional, crosscutting requirements. Aspects are written with respect to core classes and each aspect contains its part of the rule specifying how that aspect is to be woven into the base classes [33] . The AOP approach is used widely in simulation field in order to increase simulation system's reusability and developing large simulation software with less complexity as presented in [20] . In order to benefit from the advanced separation of concerns techniques in the simulation modeling domain, a comparative study is presented in Table 1 , which clarifies their principle constructs and the relation between them.
Materials and Methods

Main Crosscutting Concerns of Simulation Systems.
There are several nonfunctional concerns that may span simulation applications functional modules as follows.
Steady State Detection Crosscutting Concern.
Steady state detection concern detects the system stabilization where the output data collected during the warming-up period of a simulation can be misleading and bias the estimated response measure. Thus, the removal of initialization bias is important for obtaining accurate performance estimators. There are five categories of methods for steady state detection: graphical, heuristic, statistical, initialization bias tests, and hybrid methods [34] .
Graphical Animation.
Graphical animation is a way of visualizing the system behavior during experimentation. This visualization is of use in validating a design model and interpreting the meaning and significance of simulation results. Further, it helps users to better understand the dynamics of the system under study and useful for teaching.
Graphical User Interface Crosscutting Concern.
The GUI is used for presenting simulation statistics and increasing the interaction with users. Its code may crosscut various functional modules making GUIs hard to maintain.
Exception Handling.
Exception handling is a nonfunctional requirement for any application to gracefully handle any erroneous condition like resource unavailability, invalid input, null input, and so on. Thereby, the solutions proposed for exceptions handling pollute simulation systems code and make it incoherent.
Calculation Accuracy.
Unfortunately, during the operations of addition, multiplication, and division, overflow or underflow exceptions do not occur. This is the case of most programming languages, including Java where its arithmetic operators do not report overflow and underflow conditions. They simply override them. Hence, such a crosscutting concern will ensure the accuracy of calculation results, which is crucial in simulation systems.
Simulation Trace.
In simulation systems, it is important to register the state of all resources, passive and active entities in separate time sequence. These registrations pollute the simulation functional code in crosscutting manner.
Synchronization.
For process interaction modeling worldview, largely adopted by the discrete event simulation community, the model consists of a collection of interacting processes. Each process models the life cycle of a system's object, namely, a well ordered sequence of activities which are logically related. Further, mutual exclusion synchronization restricts concurrent activities in critical sections to protect them against data inconsistency due to simultaneous access for writing. For example, in Java multithread programming, an object could be accessed by many threads simultaneously. In consequence, data conflicts could occur if applications are not prepared to deal with concurrency. Thus, the synchronization should be implemented by using the synchronized modifier at the method level or the synchronized (object) construct at the instruction or block level [35] . Thus, the synchronization of simulation processes and the mutual exclusion synchronization are a crosscutting concern in simulation function code.
The Process of Implementing an Aspect-Oriented
Simulation System. Generally, the process of developing an aspect-oriented simulator contains three phases, as shown in Figure 5 , the identification of systems' concerns, their implementation, and the development of the final system by combining them in the following way.
(1) First, the crosscutting concerns as synchronization and steady state detection are separated from simulation engine concerns. This phase is compared with the passage of a beam of light through a prism to separate its different color components.
(2) Next to this, each crosscutting concern is implemented independently by using an aspect-oriented language as AspectJ which reduces the overall complexity of design and implementation. In addition to that, a procedural or OOP languages are used for the implementation of simulation functional concerns.
(3) Finally, an aspect weaver as AspectJ compiler is used to compose all crosscutting concerns and simulation functional concerns to produce the final system.
Experimental Work
6.1. Japrosim Library. Japrosim is a free and open source object oriented simulation library that adopts the widespread process interaction worldview. The library is implemented in Java programming language allowing profound access to its powerful features and is documented using the UML. Its classes are organized into packages that reflect important functional areas. Either experimented programmers in Java or simulation experts with elementary programming knowledge could effortlessly build discrete event simulation models using JAPROSIM. The library is extensible and customizable which allow it to serve as a basis for the development of domain specific simulation environments. Furthermore, it is used as an academic material for teaching discrete event modeling and simulation. The key feature of Japrosim is the implicit and automatic collection of all well-known and useful performance measures [17] . The library is divided into eight main packages:
(i) kernel: it is a set of classes dealing with active entities, scheduler, queues, and resources as shown in Figure 6 ;
(ii) random: it contains classes for uniform random stream generation;
(iii) random.distributions: it contains a rich set of classes for useful probability distributions;
(iv) statistics: it contains classes representing intelligent statistical variables;
(v) gui: it is a set of graphical user interface classes to use for project parameterization, trace, and simulation results presentation;
(vi) utilities: it is a set of useful classes for express model development;
(vii) statistics.steady: it is useful to detect the steady state;
(viii) animation: it is a set of classes used to provide a real time animation of simulation models.
The Proposed AOP Solutions.
The main crosscutting concerns, discussed in the precedent section, are identified and separated in Japrosim using AJDT tool [36] . The aspectoriented (AO) version of Japrosim is enhanced with the uoeb.Japrosim.crosscutting.concerns package which consists of eight aspects: SingletonConcern, Animation, ExceptionHandling, GraphicalUserInterface, SimulationTrace, SteadyStateDetection, Synchronization, and CalculationAccuracy. Thus, every aspect gives a solution to a separate crosscutting concern which pollutes the framework packages as shown in Figure 7 . class uses it to prevent multiple instances and ensure that the event list management is done exclusively by a unique thread. In the old object-oriented (OO) version, Japrosim ensures that only one Scheduler instance may exist by declaring its constructor as private, providing a public method, namely, getInstance(), to return the single existing instance and saving the single existing instance as a static member variable. The SingletonConcern aspect is now proposed as a solution which includes an around advice that applies at the moment of the constructor call that has the similar role of getInstance() method without the need to declare the singleton constructor as private. Furthermore, the Scheduler instance is saved in a static variable declared inside the aspect as a member introduction.
Animation Aspect.
The graphical animation, inside OO Japrosim, is provided by means of the "observer" pattern. This pattern creates a relationship between a subject and an observer. An object is called a subject when its changes are interesting for other objects, namely, observers. Observer pattern elements are scattered inside the domain classes, which decreases their cohesion and maintainability; thus, AOP proposes the encapsulation of these observer elements in an aspect and the domain classes remain without infection. The SimAnim class is part of the animation package used to provide a real-time animation. It gets useful data by means of the "EventObserver" interface. Moreover, each of the "Queue, " "Resource, " and "StaticEntity" classes register listeners of "EventObserver" type to inform them in case of event occurrence. This mechanism is ensured by the observer pattern. The animation aspect is proposed as a solution. It separates these elements by providing the link between subject and observer using the "EventObserver" as inner interface in addition to member introduction and typehierarchy modification which affected subjects and SimAnim class, respectively.
SteadyStateDetection.
The SteadyStateDetection aspect is proposed to solve the problem of the Japrosim classic version which offers two methods that are Conway and Crossing the Means by means of factory and observer design patterns. The observer elements are tangled in the Entity, SteadyStateTechnique, Conway, and CrossingTheMean classes. The SteadyStateDetection aspect implements the AO version of observer pattern to improve the modularity of Japrosim library.
Synchronization.
For process synchronization, Japrosim implements the coroutine mechanism through SimProcess, Scheduler, StaticEntity, and Entity classes. A collection of threads run in quasiparallel mode under the Scheduler thread control. Each coroutine is an object with its own execution state, so that it may be suspended and resumed. At any instance of real-time, only one coroutine is active. The method processResume (Entity e) is called by the scheduler to reactivate a simulation process, and mainResume() is called by a simulation process to reactivate the scheduler. Each simulation process has its own lock object while the scheduler has the mainLock object. Locks are used in combination with wait() and notify() to synchronize the implementation threads. A thread which calls any of the previous methods will block on its own lock after notifying the appropriate one. At the end of its life cycle, a simulation process calls automatically the dispose() method to reactivate the scheduler without blocking itself. So the corresponding thread could be terminated [36] . The elements that ensure the coroutine mechanism are the processResume (Entity e), mainResume(), and dispose() methods in addition to the mainLock and lock objects. These elements are, respectively, separated in a single synchronization aspect that clears the design and increases understandability.
From another side, OO Japrosim methods which have a critical property are enhanced with the synchronized keyword as the getInstance() method in Scheduler class. This tends to pollute the Japrosim functional code. In order to overcome this problem, an around advice inside the synchronization aspect is developed to ensure methods synchronization by using a shared aspect lock.
6.2.5.
GraphicalUserInterface. The Japrosim gui package includes a set of classes (TraceFrame, PresentationFrame, MainFrame, and GraphicFrame) used for project parameterization like the number of replications, experiment duration, trace, and simulation results presentation. Despite the benefits and flexibility provided by the GUI concern, its crosscutting nature leads to code pollution. It decreases the cohesion specifically inside Japrosim kernel classes. As an AOP solution, the GraphicalUserInterface aspect is proposed.
6.2.6.
SimulationTrace. This aspect saves simulation trace, separately from Japrosim functional modules, through the generation of three files. One is in text format and the two others are conforming to XML format.
6.2.7.
ExceptionHandling. The ExceptionHandling aspect contains five pointcuts and five advices that deal with all exceptions types inside Japrosim library.
6.2.8.
CalculationAccuracy. This aspect handles the underflow and overflow of int, float, double, and long primitive types, over addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division arithmetic operators, as shown in Algorithm 2.
Result and Discussion.
To measure the impact of applying the AOP paradigm to Japrosim design quality as flexibility, maintainability, and reusability, an automatic assessment of software metrics is achieved for AOP Japrosim version using the AOPMetrics tool [37] which is a common metrics tool for both java and AspectJ programs. It provides package dependencies metrics suite that is based on Robert Martin's suite proposed in [38] .
(i) Number of Types (NOT). It is a number of types within given package. This is an indicator of the extensibility of the package.
(ii) Abstractness (A). It is the ratio of the number of abstract modules to the total number of modules in the package.
(iii) Afferent Couplings (Ca). It is the number of modules outside the package that depend upon modules within the package. This is an indicator of the package's responsibility.
(iv) Efferent Couplings (Ce).
It is the number of modules inside the package that depend upon modules outside the package. This is an indicator of the package's independence.
(v) Instability (I). is the ratio of efferent coupling (Ce) to total coupling (Ce + Ca) such that = Ce/(Ce + Ca). This metric is an indicator of the package's resilience to change. A value of zero indicates a completely stable package and a value of one indicates a completely instable package.
(vi) Normalized Distance from Main Sequence (Dn). It is the normalized perpendicular distance of the package from the idealized line + = 1. This metric is an indicator of the package's balance between abstractness and stability. Table 2 shows the results obtained from the measurement of these metrics for AOP Japrosim packages. The crosscutting package is characterized by the high (Ce) metric value because it implements the all crosscutting concerns of other packages and the null value of (Ca) which expresses the obliviousness of the AOP paradigm. The crosscutting package is completely unstable which confirms its crosscutting nature without any functional concern.
The difference between all package dependencies metrics values for both OO Japrosim and AO versions is registered as presented in Figure 8 . A remarkable change roughly 62% in Japrosim packages is obtained except for the uoeb.Japrosim.gui, uoeb.Japrosim.random.distributions, and uoeb.Japrosim.utilities which are not affected because they have the minimal interaction with other packages in OO Japrosim version. Furthermore, the AO Japrosim version offered total decrease in ( ) metric value after aspects implementation because the packages are flexible enough to be extended without requiring modification. The "Open/ Closed" principle [38] is implemented in ideal way through the specification of the uoeb.Japrosim.crosscutting.concerns package which has a total resilience and the high (Ce) metric value. Additionally, the overall increase in (Ce) gives an idea of the improvement in packages independency, thus increasing package reusability. A decrease in (NOT) and ( ) for both uoeb.Japrosim.animation and uoeb.Japrosim .statistics.steady refers to the transfer of EventObserver and StatObserver interfaces to the animation and SteadyStateDetection aspects, respectively. Further, the increase in (Ca) metric refers to the presence of additional package, that is, uoeb.Japrosim.crosscutting.concerns. Finally, the increase in the (Dn) value refers to ( ) value variation.
Conclusions
Aspect-oriented simulation is a promising research field that offers a solution for the main problem of the objectoriented simulation which is the separation of the simulation crosscutting concerns in modular way. Aspect-oriented simulation systems have several features as the high modularity, reusability, maintainability, and visibility. The stated objective of this paper is to enhance the discrete event simulation with new programming paradigms as the aspectoriented paradigm. This objective is realized in specific terms through the identification of the main simulation crosscutting concerns such as steady state detection, graphical animation, graphical user interface, exception handling, calculation accuracy, simulation trace, and synchronization which degrade simulation systems quality. At the experimental level, the object-oriented version of the Japrosim framework has been chosen as a practical example. The main simulation crosscutting concerns identified earlier are separated from the core concerns. The new aspect-oriented version of the framework has been successfully obtained and it is available at: http://sourceforge.net/projects/Japrosim/files/AOPJaprosim. Additionally, to prove the impact of the AOP paradigm on Japrosim design quality as flexibility, maintainability, and reusability properties, an automatic assessment of software metrics for AO version of Japrosim is achieved using the AOPMetrics tool which is a common metrics tool for both Java and AspectJ programs. Besides that, a brief overview of the advanced separation of concerns approaches, namely, SOP, AOP, CF, and AP with a comparative study is discussed, so the exploitation of each one in simulation domain could be considered as a future issue.
Recently, aspect-oriented ideas are spread through earlier stages of the software development process by means of the aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) techniques. An area of future research would be to assess the benefits of the integration of the AOSD techniques within simulation systems and using Japrosim library as a practical example.
